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PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE

1 Event Photography
Package

Capture the essence of your special
moments with my Event Photography
services, encompassing corporate events,
special occasions, birthday celebrations,
and performances. The package features
a skilled photographer, providing 4 hours
of dedicated coverage. You'll receive an
impressive selection of 70-150
meticulously edited photos in digital
format, conveniently delivered via a secure
cloud drive.

Should you require extra hours or
additional personnel, I offer customized
options to accommodate your specific
needs, with corresponding charges. Rest
assured, my fees encompass travel within
a 50km radius of Geneva, ensuring a
hassle-free experience for your event and
goals. Additionally, I'll offer invaluable
support in developing a tailored video
marketing strategy to boost your social
media growth and engagement. Your
success is my mission.

CHF700

2 Social media video
content package

Introducing my personalized Monthly
Video Production Subscription, carefully
crafted to bolster your organization's social
media presence. Every week, I'll work
closely with you to create a minimum of
one 15-60 second video, tailored to your
unique vision. I'll ensure it aligns with your
budget and oversee its seamless
execution during an 8-hour weekly shoot.

My comprehensive package includes
post-production, editing, and the
necessary music licenses. I will deliver of
four expertly crafted 15-60 second videos
each month, perfectly aligned with your
brand's image

CHF1,500
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3 Event Highlights
Video

Event Highlights Video package is a 2-5
minutes video of dynamic blend of vibrant
attendee testimonials and creative visuals,
capturing the event's most exhilarating
moments.

The comprehensive package
encompasses:

● Engaging host and attendee
interviews

● 8 hours of extensive filming
coverage

● Exceptional audio quality for
crystal-clear sound

● Royalty-free music selections to
enhance the overall experience.

CHF3,000

4 Micro-documentary Experience the power of storytelling
through my Micro-Documentary Package.
The 3-5 minutes micro-doccie leverages a
documentary-style approach, seamlessly
connecting your audience with your story
and brand. This unique style is perfectly
tailored to convey your core brand
message. The package includes:

● A creative consultation to align
your vision with my expertise

● 12 Hours of filming to capture
every crucial aspect and interview
subjects for the video.

● Ultra HD video quality for
exceptional visual impact

● Custom graphics to enhance your
storytelling

● Copyright-free music choices to
elevate the overall experience.

● Travel of 50km radius of geneva

CHF4,000

5 Video Editing 8 hours Offline Video editing and colour
grading on Adobe Premiere.

● The package includes simple text,
picture cutting and subtitles.

● No motion graphics or effects.

CHF600

Note: Kindly be aware that this serves as a pricing overview and not the final, official
quote. Each project is individually assessed for a tailored quotation. Please contact
me for the current price guide.


